Centiq and Dell Technologies:
Best in class, SAP-certified solutions for
optimising on-premise infrastructure
Running S/4HANA or enabling your on-premise SAP applications to operate more
effectively can generate the need for new IT infrastructure, presenting key challenges:

Heavily customed landscapes and monolithic systems
that no longer meet the needs of the business
•

No 1 factor for increased IT spend - the need to
replace aging infrastructure

•
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64% of CIOs are currently rolling out next-generation
ERP or modernising legacy platforms
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Read more
Lack of skills to modernise SAP landscape 			
or integrate SAP HANA
•

80% of IT leaders have postponed or cancelled their
SAP migration due to a SAP skills shortage internally.

•
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35% agree SAP skills will hinder their organisations 		
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move from on premise to cloud.
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Read more

Roll over buttons to find out more.

Industry leading SAP infrastructure from Dell Technologies
Dell Technologies portfolio for SAP delivers smart, scalable workload solutions that help solve customer
challenges when preparing for SAP transformation.
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Streamline SAP
implementation and
reduce costs
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Accelerate SAP
HANA and S/4HANA
deployments
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Run SAP from edge to
core to cloud

5
Tap into over two
decade’s worth of
expertise

Modernise the
datacentre, optimise
SAP performance

Roll over section to find out more.

Solutions that meet your unique business needs
Dell Technologies Ready Solutions for SAP Software are built to meet your individual business needs, from making it easy
to consolidate and modernise your SAP landscape, to adopting or expanding SAP HANA and S/4HANA.
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Requirement:

Accelerate storage with up to 3.7 PB raw capacity and protect your

A unified storage platform

investment with a future-proof program and anytime upgrades.

for block, file and vVol data
Solution:

PowerStore T Benefits:

Dell Technologies

- Superior storage utilisation

- Automated resource management

PowerStore T

- Flexible growth 		

- Simplified administration

Partner with the experts:
Centiq are SAP HANA experts
focussing on accelerated and
sustained SAP transformation.

The route your business takes to optimise its SAP estate,
depends on a number of factors from skill sets to
timescales, budgets to existing applications. Whichever
direction you take, Centiq has the specialist expertise and
experience to help you to achieve a successful outcome.

Design optimisation expertise
Extensive SAP landscape experience

A proven approach to project success
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“

Centiq displayed the same passion and

Roll over buttons to find out more.

Prepare for a new digital
economy with smart, scalable
workload solutions

commitment in the technology as our team at
Laing O’Rourke, the teams collaborated and worked
exceptionally well together, I’m proud of the choice
I made in choosing Centiq. It’s more than the
understanding of the technology and its application
it’s about the people and how they strive to deliver
great outcomes.
Sue Parsons - IT Manufacturing Systems Manager,

“

Laing O’Rourke

Ready to architect, validate, and build innovative
solutions that meet your SAP infrastructure needs?
Contact the Centiq team for a free consultancy call
and discover the right Dell Technologies storage
options for you, based on your current environment.

www.centiq.co.uk

Contact us
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